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Short Description

The Magicool Extreme Radiator is essentially a Black Ice Xtreme radiator with the size width of 140mm cooling fans. There are no
extra channels or metal past the 140mm fan frame so this makes for a great radiator for cases where space is a premium. The
Magicool Extreme rad, boasting more than twice the performance of its predecessor the Magicool Pro PC Radiator, is the marriage
of high performance watercooling and a new compact form factor. Standard features include 3/8" or 1/2" fittings, double row full
copper-finned core and a low pressure drop design.

Description

The Magicool Extreme Radiator is essentially a Black Ice Xtreme radiator with the size width of 140mm cooling fans. There are no
extra channels or metal past the 140mm fan frame so this makes for a great radiator for cases where space is a premium. The
Magicool Extreme rad, boasting more than twice the performance of its predecessor the Magicool Pro PC Radiator, is the marriage
of high performance watercooling and a new compact form factor. Standard features include 3/8" or 1/2" fittings, double row full
copper-finned core and a low pressure drop design.

Features

High-density louvered copper fin configuration for enhanced heat dissipation.
2-pass Double-row Low Pressure Drop Radiator specifically developed for PC watercooling based on the new high-
performance design.
Built-in plenum chamber for increased performance and noise reduction.
Self-tapping and case mounting holes for easy installation of 140mm fan
Designed to meet the performance demands of hardcore PC watercooling enthusiasts.
Warranty: 2 years on tightness and processing

Specifications

Dimension (LxWxH): 323 x 142 x 29 mm
Hose Connector: G1/4"
Material: Copper fins & Water-chamber of brass
Mounting: M3 thread

Now with customizable fittings for 3/8" ID and 1/2" ID!
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Additional Information

Brand Magicool

SKU MC-RADI280

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Radiator Size 280 (2 x 140mm)

Radiator Thickness 29mm

Vendor SKU/EAN MC-RADI280


